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Silver Coin Set On Sale at The
Royal Canadian Mint by Do

you love collectible coins? The
Royal Canadian Mint is

offering a special $150 limited
edition coin set. Just for a

limited time, there is a set of
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five silver coins from the
Silver Maples series with a

maple leaf design. There is a
coin for each month of the

year. Unique from any other
sets of coins, these are not
commemorative coins. The

design is commemorating all
105 years of the Canadian
Centennial and is the only
Canadian Silver Maple Leaf
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coin to be struck in a
planchets of premium silver
and investment grade gems.

The special coin set is
available online at the Royal

Canadian Mint and in any
Canadian coin shop. The set
has a mintage of only 8,000

pieces. If you want to
purchase the coins today,
visit the Royal Canadian
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link is clicked? How do I make
a menu slide in and out when

my anchor link is clicked? I
have some code I've been

working on but I can't seem to
get it to work correctly, I've

tried several different ways. I
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basically have a navigation
bar below a menu on a page.
When my navigation bar is
clicked, the menu slides in

and out. I want to make that
happen with my anchor links.

This is my jQuery:
$(document).ready(function()

{ $("#nav li
a").click(function() { $("#nav
li ul").slideToggle("slow"); });
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}); And here's a fiddle of my
code: A: You're over-

complicating it. The following
should work for you:

$(document).ready(function()
{ $("#nav li

a").click(function() { $("#nav
li").toggle(); }); 6d1f23a050
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